
Phlandrous Fleming Jr (Charleston Southern) 6’4” 210 lbs. G (film 12-21-2020 vs Eastern
Kentucky) Report #1

He started the game by cutting across the court then posting around the left block area. He
made a quick dribble and hit a turnaround jump shot to his left after the post up action. Has
long arms and his frame looks slight on camera but he does have an undershirt on. Made a good
pass to cutting teammate in transition but teammate lost control of the ball. Missed an open
three in the left corner but followed his own miss. Made a swing pass from the right corner to
the right wing for an assist. Made a pass back to an open teammate for an assist after being
tightly guarded up the floor. Made another extra pass for an assist. Made a very tough layup
over a defender with his left hand. Got another assist passing from a post position. Ran to the
left corner in transition and made a three. Made a good 2 on 1 dump off pass for an assist in
transition. Got an assist to the roller after pick & roll action at the top of key.

Hit a jump shot out of a spin move at the left elbow. Dribbled through the press and drew a foul
at the rim. Let a defender drive right by him and finish at the rim. Grabbed offensive rebound
while the defense ball watched. Hit a tough straightaway three of the dribble at the end of the
shot clock. Ran the floor and dunked in transition. Drew a charge on a bigger opponent in the
paint. Tried to drive against the defender but fell and lost the ball. Stole the ball back from
opponent after he grabbed an offensive rebound. Ball watched and did not go for the defensive
rebound. Made a good contest against a stepback around the right elbow against a quicker
guard. Controlled the ball more at the beginning of the game but started to defer to the other
guards at the end. Not very active on defense. Made a good pass up the court to break the
press and got an assist. Made crucial free throws at the end of the game. He finished with 20
points on 7 of 13 shooting, 7 assists and 11 rebounds.


